2019 - 2020 ‑ Town Hall of Denver Lectures
For additional information and reservations
Call Jean Hodges – 303-698-0230 or email jghodges@townhallofdenver.com

65th Season

Lectures held at : Bethany Lutheran Church at 10:00 a.m.
4500 East Hampden Avenue, Englewood CO 80113
“Mind Over Matter”
DR. RICHARD KOGAN - “THE MIND AND MUSIC OF CHOPIN” CAN MUSIC HEAL?

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 2019 Lucky us! Richard will be brilliantly lecturing and exquisitely performing at the Anschutz
Campus on the evening of the 19th and has the energy and musical prowess to visit us that morning. Richard, a Julliard Graduate at
the age of 18, went on to receive two degrees at Harvard. Being constantly torn between music and medicine, he ultimately found a
way to combine his two beloved career choices. His ability to connect music and the brain is a phenomenal gift. Just ask his friend and
colleague, Yo-Yo Ma! Chopin, whose works have been performed by the most famous world pianists, throughout time, was ill most of
his life, is buried at Pere Lachaise, but,…… where is his heart?
DR RICHARD KOGAN

CLAY BONNYMAN EVANS – “BONES OF MY GRANDFATHER” - Reclaiming a Lost Hero of WWII

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25, 2019 From passionate outdoorsman, cowboy, freelance writer (LA Times/Orange County Register), features
editor, Daily Camera, Dir. of P.R. for CU PRESENTS, to accomplished author of 4 books, Clay lives in his native Boulder, as well as
Hilton Head, with wife and 3 dogs. He seems to do it all! The story of Clay’s grandfather is about a mission accomplished against all
odds. Long believed to be buried at sea, Clay was relentless to find the truth and restore “Sandy” Bonnyman’s honor. Experience the
gut-wrenching, beautiful tribute to a man whose legacy was white-washed, and ultimately was awarded the military’s highest honors.
CLAY BONNYMAN

STEFFAN TUBBS – KNUS, 710 “SALUTING, HONORING AND UNDERSTANDING OUR VETERANS”

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7th A 4-time Edward R. Murrow Awardee for Journalism, (ABC, FOX) Steffan has traveled the world
with veterans and twice been embedded with troops in Iraq. His American Veteran Show, airing weekly on KNUS, focuses on honoring
veterans, active duty members and exploring the issues impacting their lives while emphasizing respect and dedication for their service.
His partnership with Mountain Time Media is integral to the show, as well as to the creation of award-winning films they have coproduced. This is a great opportunity to celebrate our veterans and learn more of the importance of the 101st Veterans Day, Monday,
the 11th.
STEFFAN TUBBS

**CLAUDE MONET – “THE TRUTH OF NATURE” at the Denver Art Museum

(**additional DAM $25 fee)
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 2019 - 2pm Those taking the option of signing up, will meet at the Denver Art Museum at 1:50 pm for a 30
minute introduction to the exhibit, presented by Stefania Van Dyke, Senior Interpretive Specialist at the DAM. We will then be divided
into groups, given audio tour devices, produced by Stefania, and view this stunning exhibit which will be open until 5 pm. I hear we will
need every second! Do plan to carpool!

Claude Monet: The Truth of Nature

OCT 21, 2019–FEB 2, 2020

Claude Monet, Waterlilies and Japanese Bridge (detail), 1899. Oil paint on
canvas; 35⅝ x 355⁄16 in. Princeton University Art Museum: From the Collection of
William Church Osborn, Class of 1883, trustee of Princeton University (1914-1951),
president of the Metropolitan Museum of Art (1941-1947); given by his family, y197215. Photo Credit: Princeton University Art Museum/Art Resource, NY

IMAGE:

Claude Monet: The Truth of Nature is co-organized by the Denver Art Museum and the Museum Barberini,
Potsdam. It is presented with generous support from PNC Bank. Additional funding is provided by Keith
and Kathie Finger, Lauren and Geoff Smart, Robert and Carolyn Barnett, the donors to the Annual Fund
Leadership Campaign, and the citizens who support the Scientific and Cultural Facilities District (SCFD).
Promotional support is provided by 5280 Magazine, CBS4, Comcast Spotlight, and The Denver Post

Invitation and description of the event here.

DATE:
TIME:
LOCATION:
RSVP:

MONET

DR. BRIANNE BETTCHER - “HEALTHY AGING BRAINS” – How Do We Stave Off Memory Decline?

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 8, 2020 – We have all misplaced our keys, credit cards, had trouble remembering a name and forgotten an
appointment. Is that normal? Dr. Bri Bettcher is a geriatric neuropsychologist at the RMADC at Anschutz. She is currently conducting
research studies on who is greatest at risk: does the immune system affect one’s connection to developing Dementia and Alzheimer’s
and are there protective factors that can slow or delay these maladies? Her goal, via research, is to come up with ways to engage the
brain to be more creative and productive. Sounds like a good topic for all of us!
DR. BRIANNE BETTCHER

DON CHELEY - CHELEY CAMPS –“On the Heels of 100 Years: A Colorado Legacy!”

MONDAY, FEBRUARY, 24, 2020 Cheley Colorado Summer Camps is heading into 100 years of providing wonderful opportunities
for growth that are designed to nourish the body and spirit of youth. These lucky campers get to put aside the demands of school and
competitive sports and learn more about themselves while acquiring lifelong skills. In this day and age, it is particularly important for
kids to put down the phone, form new relationships and strive to be better individuals, wherever they live. Enjoy film footage from the
early years featuring real cowboys. Take a trip back in time and travel to the present of modern-day camping designed by the Cheley
Family for a century!
DON CHELEY

DR. ELLIOT ENGEL “BRUSH UP YOUR SHAKESPEARE!”

TUESDAY, APRIL 7, 2020– You may be thinking of attending the DCPA’s “Improvised Shakespeare Theatre Company”, this October
through March, 2020. Elliot would most-likely find it brilliant! There is no question that William Shakespeare is the greatest writer
in our language, and Professor Engel would like it if there were no question that he is the greatest speaker at Town Hall. So in an
attempt to make sure of that, he will provide us with a rollicking, radiant hour of background and breathtaking insights on Everything
Shakespeare, including a look at the most famous query, “To be or not to be: that is the question” Now, whom do you think wrote this
introduction?
DR. ELLIOT ENGEL
*Speaking dates can be subject to change due to unforeseen circumstances

Tickets will be mailed by September 10, 2019

Name__________________________________________________________________________________________________ Phone_________________________
Address_______________________________________________________________________________________ City & Zip Code_________________________
Email:_________________________________________________________________________________________
Enclosed Check $ ________________ for ___________ subscription(s) *Add $25.00 for Monet tickets/exhibit
PLEASE NOTE: Should subscription be for more than one member, please send name, address, phone number, and email so our mailing list will be complete.

By Subscription: $200.00 if purchased by August 15,
after August 15, $225.00.

Mail Checks to:
Make checks payable to: Town Hall of Denver, Inc.		

Jean Hodges
2552 East Alameda #5
Denver, CO 80209
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